Content: The Missing Ingredient in the Recipe for
Producing Great Asset Information
SwainSmith is a leading asset
management consulting firm. We
have been helping organizations
develop asset management systems
since 1997. We use industry-proven
strategies to improve reliability,
reduce risk, and minimize costs.

The Information Challenge
Accurate, actionable information is the holy grail of asset
management. We all want it. We are all trying to get our
hands on it. Work order data, equipment histories, inventory
lists, vendor records, purchase order data: the list goes on.
We need complete, accurate, and up-to-date information so
we can make informed business decisions that will improve
asset performance, reduce risk, and lower costs.
Over the last twenty years, many asset-intensive organizations have invested heavily in information systems (such as
EAM, CMMS, and ERP) to help manage their assets and
improve operational efficiency.
If everyone is after Such investments typically
include new software systems,
it, why is good
revised work processes, and
organizational changes, all
information still
aimed at providing better
so hard to get?
information so that the asset
management functions – maintenance, operations, procurement, and the rest – can make
better decisions. Yet, despite considerable expenditure, many
organizations complain that benefits have been slow to
materialize and are difficult to measure, and many managers
say that they still do not have access to the information they
need.

If everyone is after it, why is good information still so hard to
get? What are we missing?
Good asset management information is a product of several
things. We have all heard people, process, and technology
cited as key information drivers. That is true: those three
elements are critical to getting ROI out of your information
system. But that popular trinity is missing a key component.
There is a fourth element that is essential to creating good
asset management information but is often overlooked. That
element is content.

What Is Content?
Content refers to static data structures that are stored in the
information system. It includes master data (such as the
equipment master, materials catalog, and vendor master)
and coding structures (such as work order types, failure
*
codes, and equipment classes).
Master data provides a standardized library of information
about an organization’s assets, materials, vendors, and other
business objects. Coding structures are used to sort, group,
and filter data. These two types of content are distinct, but
they share a key characteristic: both are loaded into the
system as opposed to being created by the system. As the
term “static data” suggests, content does not change unless
it is intentionally modified by users.
*

In general use, the term “content” has varying definitions. It
sometimes includes transactional data (i.e., records of transactions
conducted in the software system). It may also refer to unstructured
data such as manuals, drawings, contracts, and other materials that
would be stored in a document management system. In the context
of this article, “content” refers specifically to fixed, structured data
that is pre-loaded into the information system.
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An asset information system contains several layers of data.
These include content (master data and coding structures),
transaction records (such as work orders and pick tickets),
and reports generated by the system from other data.
Content is the bottom layer – the base on which transaction
records and reports are built.

Content interacts with people, process, and technology to
create transactional data. Transactional data is information
captured or generated by the system in response to an event
or user action – for example, a work order, pick ticket, or
purchase order. Each time a transaction record is created,
the system must reference existing system content. For
example, work orders are created on equipment records,
parts are issued from a materials catalog, and purchase
orders are created on vendor records.
As transaction records are created, the system builds up a
history of information about asset-related events. This
transactional data is the basis for reporting, performance
measurement, and analysis – the tools managers rely on to
make educated business decisions. Mean Time Between
Failures (MTBF), Equipment Failure Analysis, Reorder Point
Analysis, and many other analytical tools rely on transactional
data for their insights.

Figure 1. Layers of data in an asset information system.

Content is foundational because it must be referenced when
the system completes other tasks. When an operator submits
a work request for a piece of equipment, the system must
reference the asset’s record in the equipment master. When
a technician puts in a request for a part from the storeroom,
the system must reference the part’s record in the materials
catalog. When a maintenance manager generates a report on
work orders in progress, the system must reference work
status codes. In fact, content is the starting point for
everything the software system does. Thus, developing good
content is crucial if you want to pull useful information out of
your software.

Content and the Information Pipeline
Content is a key component of the pipeline through which
asset information reaches decision-makers. It plays an equal
role alongside people, process, and technology in the
creation of rich data that drives informed business decisions.
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Figure 2. The asset information pipeline.
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In addition to its role in creating transactional data, content
also plays a direct role in the creation of reports and
analytics. Content is essential for operational reporting: the
system must reference equipment records and reliability
codes, for example, when generating a “bad actor”
equipment list by cost or failure frequency. Content is also
the basis for key performance indicator
outputs: Emergency Maintenance
Content
Percentage, for example, is calculated
plays a role from a work order priority code.

at every
stage of
system use.

In fact, content plays a role at every
stage of system use. Data filters –
called “inboxes” or “data spies” in
some software applications – rely on
codes to sort and display requested
information. Comprehensive and distinct coding structures
make it easier to view precise sets of data, such as emergency work in progress or purchase orders that are partially
complete. In addition, clean and consistent master data
makes it easier for users to locate records. A technician
looking for a part in the materials catalog, or an operator
trying to locate an equipment record to add to a work
request, will be able to find what they need much more easily
if the data in the system is clean and error-free, without any
missing or duplicated records.

Content Challenges
Many organizations spend too little time developing content
for their asset management software. As a result, their
master data and coding structures are incomplete, messy,
and inconsistent. The list below describes some common
manifestations of poorly developed content.


Master data is not complete. (Equipment records
are missing critical information, not all of the
equipment in the plant has been identified, stock
items are missing from the materials catalog, etc.)



Master data is not clean. (Part descriptions contain
spelling errors or unnecessary syntax, vendor
records contain duplicate entries, etc.)



Master data is not standardized. (Material records
are not described consistently, naming conventions
differ across the organization, etc.)



Coding structures – such as work order priorities,
equipment classes, and reliability codes – do not
exist or are not well thought out. (Codes are not
developed to capture equipment failure reasons,
users have difficulties differentiating one from code
from another, etc.)



The equipment master hierarchy is not structured so
that costs roll up properly.

Challenges such as these create major problems for system
use and performance. To begin with, bad content wreaks
havoc with transactional data. If multiple equipment master
records exist for the same asset, for example, work orders
and material reservations associated with that asset may be
spread across several different equipment records, making it
hard to get an accurate equipment history or cost summary.
Bad or missing content also
Bad content
makes it hard to locate
records, forcing users to crib
wreaks havoc with
crawl through the database
to find the information they
transactional data.
need. When the system is
hard to use, users get frustrated and system buy-in wanes.
Lack of system buy-in creates further problems with
transactional data, because not all transactions are being
recorded in the system.
Finally, bad content creates its own problems with downstream information output. A poorly structured equipment
master, for example, makes it difficult to get an accurate
picture of asset costs. A poorly developed set of problem /
failure codes makes it impossible to analyze the specific
reasons for equipment failures.
If you don’t get your content right up front, system usability
and transactional data quality will suffer – and so will your
ability to pull rich, actionable information from the software
system.
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Content Solutions
Great content solves these challenges. Complete, accurate,
and up-to-date static data structures provide a solid
foundation for an effective information system. For this
reason, content development activities (such as building an
equipment master, establishing work order coding structures,
and identifying problem / failure codes) should be a fundamental step in every asset management software system
implementation.
Great asset information begins with
great content. With that in mind, the
following section provides guidelines
for developing several key types of
asset management software system
content.

Great asset
information
begins with
great content.

Equipment Master
The equipment master is the table that contains all of a site’s
equipment records. In the software system, equipment are
entities for which data are stored and work orders are
created. Most asset management software allows for
different levels of equipment:


Systems are collections of positions and/or assets
that work together to deliver a required business
function or service. (A wastewater collection and
treatment system is a good example.)



Positions identify a location in which an asset
resides. Positions are considered to be in the
engineering realm and are identified on P&IDs.
Position naming convention normally describes what
the position does (for example, “Pump (A) for Crude
Unit Charge System”).



Assets are maintainable physical objects such as
pumps and compressors. Assets are the base unit of
equipment information and the smallest tracking
unit for capital investments. A useful method for
describing assets is the noun, modifier, attribute,
value system (see figure 3).

Figure 3. Noun, modifier, attribute, value naming system.

Most asset management software supports the development
of an equipment hierarchy. An equipment hierarchy is a
logical way to break down the plant’s systems, engineering
positions, and assets. A well-designed hierarchy supports cost
roll-up. For example, if the equipment hierarchy has been
structured properly, the costs to maintain a certain pump will
be rolled up to the engineering position and system to which
that pump belongs. An equipment hierarchy also provides
drill-down capabilities, most often used by the operations
function to locate an equipment record when creating a work
request.
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Materials Catalog

services. UNSPSC offers a single classification system
that can be used for:

The materials catalog contains records for all the materials
the organization purchases. Some of these materials are
managed in the storeroom while others are purchased on
demand for specific jobs. Materials catalog data, like
equipment master data, must be complete, accurate, and upto-date.

Entries in the materials catalog have certain required fields.
Each of these fields is used for a different purpose and has
different data requirements.


Item Number should be dumb and sequential.
(Leave the intelligence for the other fields in the
database.)



Description must be clean (without unnecessary
syntax) and standardized, and must employ a noun,
modifier, attribute, value approach.



Class provides a way to group items for enhanced
searching and reporting.



Commodity provides high-level grouping for vendor
spend analysis.



United Nations Standard Products and Services
Code (UNSPSC) is an industry classification scheme.
It provides an open, global, multi-sector standard for
efficient, accurate classification of products and

o
o
o

facility-wide visibility of spend analysis;
cost-effective procurement optimization
(i.e., contract development); and
full exploitation of electronic commerce
capabilities.

Work Order Type Codes
A work order type code indicates the nature of the work to
be done. This code is applied to a work order when it is
approved. This code is important for sorting the work order
backlog during the maintenance planning and scheduling
processes, and then again later for management reporting of
historical information.
The sample work order type codes in table 1 (below) have
two parts. The first part of the code designates the type of
work: Corrective Maintenance (CM), Preventive Maintenance
(PM), Predictive Maintenance (PDM), Standing (STND),
Capital Project (CPT), or Facility Maintenance (FM).
The second part of the code identifies the sub-type of work.
This allows a user to generate reports, for example, both on
how much preventive maintenance was done during a certain
month and also on the different types of preventive
maintenance that were performed (Inspection, Service Tasks,
or Testing).
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Table 1. Work order type codes.

Work Order Type
CM-Replace

CM-Repair

CM-Modify

CM-Check

PM-Inspection

PM-Service Tasks
PM-Test
PDMThermography
PDM-Ultrasonic
PDM-Oil Analysis
PDM-Motor Testing
PDM-Vibration
STNDAdministrative
STND-Maintenance

STND-Meeting
CPT-Project
FM-Buildings &
Grounds
FM-Service

Description
Replacement of the item by a new or
refurbished item of the same type and
make.
Manual maintenance action performed
to restore an item to its original
appearance or state.
Replace, renew, or change the item, or a
part of it, with an item/part of a different
type, make, material, or design.
The cause of the problem is investigated,
but no maintenance action is performed
or the maintenance action is deferred.
The equipment can be returned to
functionality by simple actions (e.g.,
restarting or resetting).
Periodic inspection/check: a careful
scrutiny of an item carried out with or
without dismantling, normally by use of
senses.
Periodic service tasks. Normally no
dismantling of the item.
Periodic test of function or performance.
Use of specific technologies to monitor
the condition of the equipment.
Use of specific technologies to monitor
the condition of the equipment.
Use of specific technologies to monitor
the condition of the equipment.
Use of specific technologies to monitor
the condition of the equipment.
Use of specific technologies to monitor
the condition of the equipment.
Used to charge operational material
stock issues or purchases.
Used to capture minor maintenance
activities where a discrete work order is
not required.
Used to capture technicians attending
meetings, training, seminars, etc.
Used to capture capital project expenses.
Work completed on the buildings and
grounds.
Work completed in support of other
departments.

Reliability Codes
Reliability codes (problem, failure, action, cause) are the
heart of asset reliability reporting. They allow users to
generate reports on the cost and frequency of different
failure types for different pieces of equipment. (See figure 6
for examples of problem, failure, action, and cause codes.)
I.

PROBLEM CODES

A problem code defines the specific problem with a piece of
equipment. These codes are best associated with a specific
class of equipment, such as pumps, motors, heat exchangers,
and so on. The problem code is normally entered by the
maintenance technician as part of the work order completion
process.
II.

F AI L U R E C O D E S

Failure codes further define what failed on the piece of
equipment. They allow further analysis to be conducted on
the part or component of the equipment that failed. Like
problem codes, these codes are best associated with a
specific class of equipment. The failure code is normally
entered by the maintenance technician as part of the work
order completion process.
For effective reliability reporting, a failure code should be
required on all equipment failure work orders. (Equipment
failure refers to any event in which a piece of equipment
cannot accomplish its intended purpose or task, whether the
equipment has stopped working entirely, is not performing as
desired, or is not meeting target expectations.)
III.

AC T I O N C O D E S

Action codes identify the action the maintenance technician
took to rectify the equipment issue. These codes are general
in nature and apply to all equipment classes. The action code
is normally entered by the maintenance technician as part of
the work order completion process.
IV.

C AU SE C O D E S

Cause codes are used to further describe the reason “why”
the asset was underperforming. These codes are not intended to identify the exact cause of the problem but are
captured to provide a starting point from which Root Cause
Analysis (RCA) can proceed. This code is keyed by the
Reliability Engineer after the failure analysis is complete.
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Without good content, it is impossible to come up with
reliable answers to such questions. Thus, although content
development can take time
and effort, it is crucial to
If the master
creating an effective asset
management operation. The
data and coding
benefits of good content –
structures in the
including increased efficiency,
better reporting, and more
system are poorly
insightful analysis – stretch
developed, system
across the whole operation.

performance will

Figure 6. A selection of problem, failure, action, and cause codes.

Other Content
There are other types of content to develop in addition to
those listed above, including both master data (PM, vendor,
standard jobs, etc.) and coding structures (work order
classes, how found, maintenance technician delay, etc.).
Understanding what each does and how each can help is
fundamental to developing great content.

If your system isn't delivering
suffer, no matter
the information you need,
and you’re scratching your
how much you
head trying to figure out the
reason, bad content may be
invest in software
the culprit. If the master data
or practices.
and coding structures in the
system are poorly developed,
system performance will suffer, no matter how much you
invest in software or practices. People, process, and
technology are important, but don’t forget about content. It
just might be the missing ingredient.

Conclusion
Good information is the goal of every asset management
operation. In order to make good business decisions,
decision-makers must have the information to answer
questions such as:


How much are we spending to maintain that piece
of equipment?



How often has that piece of equipment failed and
what are the reasons?



What is our on-time completion percentage for
preventive maintenance?



Do we have the right parts on hand to service our
critical equipment?
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